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As the caterer of choice for four million guests
every day, we get to observe their break time up
close. We know how important it is to have
these opportunities to take time out and look
after yourself.
As a world-leading company, we also know
that breaks evolve over time and adjust to cultures.
This presents one of the constant challenges
of what we do. Today’s customers demand tasty,
healthy products served in pleasant surroundings,
along with catering services that suit their
lifestyles.
At Elior Group, we adapt to meet these diverse
needs by combining culinary expertise with
operational excellence. Our 108,000 employees
work diligently to make every break a time to savor.

Elior Group. Time savored.
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Taking a break the Elior Group way,
as seen by six instagrammers
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Taking a break the Elior Group way,
as seen by six Instagrammers

6 INSTAGRAMMERS, 6 DIFFERENT
BREAKS

T I M E

S AVO R E D

For access to the latest information, smartphone notifications
have now taken over from traditional media. And so when we launched
our @elior_group Instagram account we gave carte blanche
to six web influencers to share their views on how people take breaks
across the globe. They visited various Elior Group restaurants
in several different countries, trying out our food and discovering
our offerings, and then photographing, commenting on and “liking”
them. Read on to get their feedback on the #TimeSavored
customer experience along with their photos and hashtags.

DAFNE PATRUNO
BARCELONA, SPAIN
—

GIOVANNY GUTIERREZ
MIAMI, UNITED STATES
—

PAOLO VERZONE,
PARIS, FRANCE
—

Dafne is an Italian fashionista who
has lived in Barcelona for nine
years. She is also a foodie and
a travel lover and is the founder
of the blog, BcnCoolHunter.
Before becoming a full-time web
journalist, Dafne worked for four
years in various companies in
the fashion industry. She now uses
her blog to share tips and news
on Barcelona and her latest food
and fashion finds.

Giovanny is a technology
evangelist, thought leader and
serial entrepreneur. He is passionate
about cooking and is the founder
of Chat Chow TV, a mouth-watering
video podcast that goes behind
the scenes with chefs, restaurant
owners and mixologists. At the same
time he is a representative for a rum
brand and is Director of Interactive
Media at Tinsley Advertising.
He also has a YouTube channel and
teaches web design/programming
at Miami Dade College.

Although he has lived in Paris
for some fifteen years, working
with the VU’ photography agency,
Paolo has never lost his charming
Italian accent. He divides his time
between photo portraits and
reports for the international press,
his own personal photography
work and boxing lessons.
Since 2014 he has been extremely
active on Instagram, which he
uses to share both his professional
photos and personal projects.
He has received numerous awards
for his work, and his photos form
part of collections exhibited
at the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London and France’s
National Library.

@dafnepatruno
@bcncoolhunter
bcncoolhunter.com

@chatchowtv
chatchow.com

@paoloverzone
agencevu.com

ANDREW COLLINS
LOS ANGELES, UNITED STATES
—

Emanuela is crazy about Milan.
Her blog is a guide to the Milan
that only the locals know, giving
a host of information on the city’s
top addresses and the latest
places to visit. Her Instagram
photos take us away from the
well-trodden tourist paths, showing
Milan’s undiscovered delights and
providing a fresh and authentic
view of one of Italy’s most
visited cities.

Creator of the Mondomulia food
and travel blog, Giulia has lived
in London for several years where
she has deepened her passion
for photography and cooking.
She spends most of her free time
experimenting with recipes and
trying out new places to visit. And
she always has her mobile phone
to hand to share travel tips and her
latest finds in London.

Andrew Collins is the producer
for the Food Steez blog. Ultradynamic, he searches throughout
California for new restaurants
and dishes and shares his great
pictures with his community. Food
Steez is a new kind of food blog,
which has easy recipes and uses
high-end videos with catchy music.
Based in Los Angeles, Food Steez
combines a love for flavorful dishes
and stylistic videos into a brand
that will have you coming back
for more.

@milanosecrets
milanosecrets.it

@mondomulia
mondomulia.com

@foodsteez
foodsteez.com

→ Elior Group’s new corporate motto – Time savored – embodies the importance of taking
healthy, yummy breaks served in pleasant surroundings and suited to all lifestyles.
By creating the #TimeSavored hashtag, the Group is encouraging everyone to share these
special moments on social media.

@elior_group #TimeSavored
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GIULIA MULÈ
LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM
—

T I M E

EMANUELA RONCARI
MILAN, ITALY
—

S PA I N – BA R C E LO N A A I R P O RT – D E L I & C I A

A HEALTHY AND COLORFUL BREAK
OVERLOOKING THE RUNWAYS
Dafnepatruno
Deli&Cia, Barcelona Airport, Spain
I sat down to eat in the dining area which is a nice, friendly and clean place
where customers linger after eating. There were a couple playing cards,
children having fun and young people waiting to go through to boarding.
When it’s sunny the space is bathed in light and the posters, colorful chairs,
light wood and bricks give it all a very cozy and informal feel. One of the
things I liked most is that Delia&Cia proposes a fast food concept with
healthy options. I tried the pineapple, watermelon and aloe smoothie, which
was delicious. Altogether, definitely a very good experience!

T I M E

S AVO R E D

#lunch #airport #deliandcia #barcelonalove #TimeSavored

#deliandcia #foodie #travelers

Delicious carrot cake!
#deliandcia #foodie #carrotcake #ilovecoffee

A bright, calm and colorful space.
#airport #deliandcia #sunny #TimeSavored

Deli&Cia displays its colors!
#posters #instadesign #colors

#smoothietime #healthylunch

@elior_group #TimeSavored
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DA F N E PAT R U N O

U N I T E D STAT E S – M I A M I – P E R E Z A RT M U S E U M R E STAU R A N T

T I M E

S AVO R E D

CREATIVE CUISINE
IN AN ARTY AMBIANCE

#verde #goodplace

#palms #easyliving

Chatchowtv
Verde, Perez Art Museum, Miami, United States
The restaurant’s decor has very clean lines with muted colors
and an earth palette that matches the museum’s architecture. It doesn’t
need to be any more than it is. There wasn’t a seat to be found outside
as the weather was as perfect as it can get in Miami. The diners
were an eclectic group of people – mostly tourists – of all ages, colors
and ethnicities having a wonderful afternoon and wearing everything
from shorts to cocktail dresses. Every kind of drink was being consumed
– sparkling water, local beers, red wine, cocktails and spritzers all round.
Pizza was proving a sell-out but we chose the Wahoo Special
(mango jalapeno, grilled wings, crispy buratta and mussels).

#arty #museum #verde #instafood #TimeSavored

G I O VA N N Y G U T I E R R E Z

Drinks to suit everyone. Cheers!
#cocktails #sunglasses #verde #cheers #TimeSavored
@elior_group #TimeSavored
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Pizza – a sell-out.
#pizza #yummy

F R A N C E – LYO N – J E A N M E R M O Z P R I VAT E H O S P I TA L

CARING FOR EVERYONE'S TASTES

T I M E

S AVO R E D

#hospitalroom

#pause #lunch #staff

#Elior #choice

Eating well in relaxing surroundings.
#healthylunch #colorful #TimeSavored
Paoloverzone
Jean Mermoz private hospital, Lyon, France
The restaurant in Jean Mermoz hospital is entirely glazed, which lets
in light from all sides and makes it an extremely pleasant space.
The colors of the furniture and plates are as bright as the faces of
the staff I met during my lunch break. I was impressed by the diversity
of the meals on offer and the careful presentation of the food.
After thinking long and hard I chose the crispy crusted salmon and
then couldn’t decide between the chocolate fondant and the cheesecake
so had both!

#healthcare #lyoncity #TimeSavored

@elior_group #TimeSavored

#mealtray #care
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PAO LO V E R Z O N E

I TA LY – M I L A N – I U L M

T I M E

S AVO R E D

A TASTY FOOD EXPERIENCE ON CAMPUS

A delicious sweet treat.
#dessert #chocolate #TimeSavored
Milanosecrets
Food Experience, International University of
Languages and Media, Milan, Italy
Myself and the students ate our lunch in a large, clean and neat dining
area with a simple but modern décor. The space fills up quickly
at lunch time, with people eating together in small groups or working
on their assignments. Every day there is a wide choice of dishes
and the menu changes every three weeks. The recipes are all tasty
and they are made from healthy, seasonal produce. The most popular
menus are “Tradizionale” and “Pasta” – after all we are in Italy where
carbs rule! And everything is made much easier and faster thanks to
touch screen tills. All of this definitely makes Food Experience
a unique place on the campus.

#studentlife #iulmmilano #italianfood #TimeSavored

#italianfood #Elior #blacksuit

EMANUELA RONCARI

#studentlife #books

@elior_group #TimeSavored
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Healthy eating for brainpower!
#healthylunch #vegetables #wholewheat #foodoftheday

T I M E

S AVO R E D

#studentlunch #school #instagood

U N I T E D STAT E S – LO S A N G E L E S A I R P O RT – F O R D ’ S F I L L I N G STAT I O N

T I M E

S AVO R E D

CALIFORNIA DREAMING
AT THE AIRPORT

A varied meal for two before take-off.
#birdseyeview #foodie #sharing

Travelers enjoying a well-earned break.
#LAX #picoftheday #lunchtime #takeabreak #TimeSavored

ANDREW COLLINS

Foodsteez
Ford’s Filling Station, Los Angeles Airport, United
States
I was warmly welcomed by Ford’s Filling Station staff who invited me
to either sit at the bar or on a comfy banquette. The restaurant was quite
busy for the afternoon time, with customers ranging from tired jet-lagged
business travelers to happy holidaymakers and flight staff enjoying
a well-deserved break. The menu offers a wide variety of food,
such as huevos rancheros, artisan flat bread pizza and made-fromscratch burgers. The bar menu features many cocktails hand-crafted
by a skillful mixologist and the ones I tried rivaled any upscale bar
I’ve been to in the Los Angeles area. The thing that stood out for me most
though at Ford’s Filling Station was the service and staff friendliness,
which to me are everything, especially in an airport environment.

#foodcravings #traveler #foodstories #greattime #LAX

@elior_group #TimeSavored
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#cocktails #cheers

S AVO R E D

#hamburger #carnivore

LO N D O N – U N I T E D K I N G D O M – K I N G STO N U N I V E R S I T Y CA M P U S

FRESH FOOD IS THE NAME
OF THE GAME!

#healthylunch

T I M E

S AVO R E D

#gluttony #fudges

#welcoming #mealtray #studentlife

Everything is prepared and cooked in front of you – it’s definitely fresh!
#caterer #pastamania

Mondomulia
Market Place, Kingston Campus, London,
United Kingdom
Despite the large crowd of students inside the Market Place (Kingston
University’s on-campus restaurant) when I visited at 1 p.m., there were
still plenty of tables and seats available. The restaurant is a trendy
self-service with plenty of hot and cold food choices, including a pizza
counter, a “global kitchen” counter, a sandwich counter, a salad bar
and even a bakery corner with coffee machines. All the food is prepared
or cooked on the spot and is nicely presented. I followed the staff’s
recommendations and chose a stir-fry with sweet & sour chicken and rice
as well as a grain salad. I really appreciated having several condiments
to choose from and toppings to add to my dish. I finished off my meal
with a café latte and a chocolate cookie. All of that came to just £5,
and I definitely left won over!

A large latte and a chocolate cookie – the perfect combo.
#coffeetime #cafelatte #TimeSavored

@elior_group #TimeSavored
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#kingstonhillcampus #studentlife #london #TimeSavored

T I M E

h #seed #driedfruit

GIULIA MULÈ

Find us and our partner chefs on Instagram:
@elior_group
@alainducasse
@chefguymartin
@michel_sarran
...
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Introduction: Profile

The caterer
of choice
Founded 25 years ago, Elior Group has grown into one
of the world’s leading operators in the catering and
related services industry and is now the caterer of choice
in the business & industry, education, healthcare,
travel and leisure markets.
In 2014-2015, the Group generated €5.674 billion
in revenue through 18,600 restaurants and points of sale
in 13 countries. Our 108,000 employees serve 4 million
people on a daily basis, taking genuine care of each and
every one by providing personalized catering and service
solutions to ensure an innovative customer experience.
We place particular importance on corporate social
responsibility and have been a member of the United
Nations Global Compact since 2004.
The professional excellence of our teams, as well as
their unwavering commitment to quality and innovation
and to providing best-in-class service is embodied in our
corporate motto “Time savored”.
eliorgroup.com
@Elior_Group
#TimeSavored
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Introduction: Key figures

2014-2015
key figures

4 MILLION
GUESTS EACH DAY

13

COUNTRIES

108,000 €5.674bn

18,600

RESTAURANTS AND POINTS OF SALE

150

EMPLOYEES

IN REVENUE

DIRECTLY-OWNED AND
FRANCHISED BRANDS

85

73

259

AIRPORTS

RAILWAY STATIONS

MOTORWAY SERVICE PLAZAS

4

Introduction: Locations
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A global
caterer
Elior Group is a major player in contract catering, concession catering
and related services. It is a recognized leader in its long-standing European
markets and a dynamic market challenger in the Americas.

Nº.4

Nº.3

IN CONTRACT CATERING
WORLDWIDE

IN CONCESSION CATERING
WORLDWIDE

CONTRACT CATERING
& S ERV ICES

CO N C E SSI O N
C AT E R I N G

Education

Healthcare

Business
& Industry

Airports

Motorways

Railway
stations

City sites
& Leisure

A SUCCESSFUL GROWTH STORY
1991

2000

2006

A NAT IONA L
PLAYE R

A EU ROP E A N
L EA DER

A N I N T E R N AT I O N A L
G R O UP

Creation of our contract
catering business in France

Leadership positions won in
key European countries

Footholds gained in the
Americas and the services
industry

2014
A G LO B A L LE A D E R
Initial public offering
Acquisition-led growth stepped
up in the United States
and United Kingdom
Presentation of the Group’s
2016-2020 strategic plan:
develop, innovate, accelerate
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Introduction: Locations

OUR MARKET POSITIONS IN EUROPE

Nº.3

Nº.5

IN CONTRACT CATERING
IN EUROPE

in contract catering
in the United Kingdom

Nº.1

Nº.1

in contract catering
and concession catering
in France and Spain

in contract catering
and airport concession
catering in Italy

Réunion

OUR MARKET POSITIONS IN THE AMERICAS

Nº.6

in contract catering
in the United States
present at

10

major airports
in the United States

Nº.2

on toll motorways
in the United States

Our
group

As the caterer of choice
for four million guests every
day, we get to observe
their break time up close.
As a world-leading
company, we also know
that breaks evolve over
time and adjust to cultures.
This presents one of the
constant challenges
of what we do. Our 108,000
employees work diligently
to make every break a time
to savor.

8
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Our group: Message from the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Accelerating our
development
How would you sum up your first few months
at the helm of the Elior group?
I joined Elior with great ambitions for the Group, and now
a few months on I am even more convinced of its potential. We have laid the foundations for our future with a
new strategic vision and a corresponding organizational
structure, and as we move forward we will need to focus
on accelerating our development and constantly innovating. In terms of our financial performance we delivered a
robust and on-target showing in 2014-2015. Consolidated
revenue came to €5.674 billion, up by more than 6% (with
3% organic growth), primarily fueled by the concession
catering business whose revenue rose at a slightly faster
pace than that of contract catering. Our EBITDA margin
remained stable year on year, in line with the guidance
announced to the market a few months ago. Operating
cash flow rose by 10% compared with 2013-2014, and
earnings per share excluding non-recurring items was 50%
higher.
What were the highlights
of 2014-2015?
In 2014-2015 we entered into a number of new partnerships that will help drive our future growth, including a strategic and culinary alliance with the Michelin-starred chef,
Alain Ducasse. We also won numerous new contracts during
the year, in both concession catering and contract catering.
In the concession catering business we increased our ownership interest in Areas to 100%, which has strengthened
our position as a worldwide concession catering player. One
example of our successes in this business during the year
was the major contract we won with Los Angeles International Airport which is scheduled to start up in 2017. Major
new contracts were also signed in the contract catering
business, including a large-scale agreement entered into
with La Poste in France. 2014-2015 also saw us relaunch
our acquisition drive, first in the United Kingdom in late
2014 and then in the United States, where we carried out
three acquisitions in 2015. And lastly, in September 2015
we launched our strategic plan for 2016-2020 which maps
out where we want to be in five years’ time and how we
intend to get there.

The Group’s strategic plan for 2016-2020
includes a transformation plan called “Tsubaki”,
which comprises eight main projects.
Are any of these projects already under way?
Out of the total eight projects presented, three have already been launched. The first two concern the Group’s
growth, both in terms of BtoB – for which the focus is
on sales effectiveness – and BtoC, where the main aim
will be to work on marketing for new contracts. The third
project – related to our purchasing policy, which directly
impacts costs – began in October 2015. All of the other
projects will start up in the course of 2016 as the requisite key-level teams and organizational structures are
now in place.
What role will innovation play in this
transformation process?
I firmly believe that we can’t just decide to be a leader – we
need to prove our credentials, notably by launching new
offerings and exploring new ground. It is essential for the
Elior group as a whole to adopt this philosophy and intensify its efforts in this direction, particularly with regard to
digital technologies. Digital is set to play an increasingly important role in the overall customer experience and
in the future will affect all aspects of running a business,
from issues such as purchasing and resources management
through to combating food waste. In order to step up the
Group’s digitalization, we have drawn up an investment
program that targets food tech start-ups, whose work will
add to and complement the innovations we have already
developed in-house.
Has the balance shifted between
the proportion of the Group’s revenue generated
in France and internationally?
The proportion of revenue derived from our French operations – which represented 50% of the consolidated total
in 2014-2015 – has started to decrease. Most of our acquisitions are now being made outside France, and organic
growth is currently higher for our international business
– particularly in the United Kingdom, the United States and

Elior Group Activity Report → Fiscal 2014-2015

Our group: Message from the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

“I firmly believe that we can’t just decide to be a leader.
We need to prove our credentials, notably by launching new
offerings and exploring new ground.”
Philippe Salle
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Elior Group

Spain – than for France. This trend is likely to continue in
2015-2016, which will be positive for the Group going
forward.
What is your analysis of the changes
in the company’s share price and ownership
structure over the past months?
Since the beginning of 2015, Elior’s share price has performed extremely well as it has increased by around 50%.
This probably reflects a slight catch-up on 2014, when the
market was somewhat disappointed in view of the forecasts
that had been announced. The main change in the company’s ownership structure since the beginning of 2015
was the decrease in the percentage interest held by private
equity funds, from around 40% to approximately 10%.

What are your priorities
for 2015-2016?
We intend to pursue our trajectory of both organic and
acquisition-led growth with a view to accelerating the
Group’s expansion. We expect internal growth to remain
sustained in the United Kingdom and the United States –
which are strategic markets for the Group – and business
in our long-standing markets in Continental Europe to hold
firm. We carried out three acquisitions in the United States
in 2015 and we are currently looking into other opportunities, again in North America, but also in Europe and in
Asia, which represents a potential future market for the
Group. In 2015-2016, Elior Group will, more than ever,
be the caterer of choice, driven by quality and innovative
customer experience.

9
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Our group: Strategy
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Our strategy
for 2016-2020: develop,
innovate, accelerate
Elior Group has solid foundations on which to build its future, with a history
of sustained organic growth and successful acquisitions. Thanks to the strategic
fit of our business activities and our carefully mapped-out expansion strategy,
clear corporate mindset and decentralized structure, we now have a wealth
of development opportunities in all of our markets.

One core business

One ambition

CATERING – BOTH CONTRACT
AND CONCESSION CATERING – SERVING
FOUR MILLION PEOPLE EACH DAY

TO BE THE CATERER OF CHOICE,
DRIVEN BY QUALITY AND INNOVATIVE
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Our strategy for 2016-2020 is the
response to three key questions for
Elior Group:
What?
Catering – both contract and concession catering – is more than ever the
Group’s core business and key priority. For the services business, we
intend to adopt a selective approach
by offering our services as a valueadded extra for customers. We currently have significant growth opportunities in both contract catering and
concession catering, whose already
sizeable markets are in a structural
growth phase.

Where?
We will focus our expansion drive
on countries where we can win and
maintain leadership positions, either
for the market as a whole or in niche
segments. In order to achieve this,
we will need to consolidate our positions in Continental Europe, grow in
the United Kingdom and the United
States, and break into markets in Asia.
The proportion of our revenue generated in France has started to decrease
and most of our acquisitions are now
being made in our international markets, where organic growth is currently higher than in France.

How?
We will strengthen our innovative,
customer-centric marketing approach
by further focusing on guests’ needs
and expectations and on technological,
and particularly digital, innovations.
Digital is set to play an increasingly
important role in the overall customer
experience, and going forward will affect all aspects of running a business,
from issues such as purchasing and
resources management through to
combating food waste. To accelerate
the Group’s digitalization process we
have drawn up an investment program
that targets food tech start-ups whose
work will add to and complement the
innovations we have already developed
in-house.
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Our group: Tsubaki
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Tsubaki:
eight strategic
projects
In order to implement the Group’s new strategy, we have put in place
a new organizational structure, strengthened our top management teams
and drawn up a transformation plan called Tsubaki, which is aimed
at achieving the following three key objectives:

1

3

SUPPORT OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE

8

3

7

4
6

2
1
1 —Increase sales effectiveness
in BtoB
Maintain leadership positions
Develop new territories
2 —Marketing and pricing in BtoC
Strengthen marketing innovation
to create competitive advantage
3 — Develop digital experience
Leverage digital technology
to bring more value to customers
and consumers and to differentiate
our offer

2

1

ACCELERATE
GROWTH

5

OPTIMIZE
COSTS

2
4 — Optimize purchasing
Improve efficiency of purchasing
5 — Review activity and contract
portfolio
Terminate low-profitability contracts
and sell non-core activities
6 — Optimize general
and administrative expenses
Align general and administrative
expenses with the objectives
of 2020 strategy

3
7 — Generate quality through
human resources management
Attract, motivate and retain talent
8 — Improve operational excellence
Develop operational excellence
in all Group business units
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Governance
As part of the strategic thinking process conducted since Elior’s IPO,
in 2014-2015 the Board of Directors decided to change the Group’s governance
structure by combining the roles of its Chairman and Chief Executive Officer.
The underlying aim of this decision was to strengthen the Group and give it
a leaner organizational structure in order to create favorable conditions
for accelerating its development, growth and performance.

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Roles and responsibilities
The Board of Directors examines and approves all decisions
related to the Group’s main strategic, financial, business
and HR issues and verifies that these decisions are effectively implemented by executive management. The roles of
Chairman of the Board of Directors and Group Chief Executive Officer have been assigned to Philippe Salle who holds
the position of Group Chairman and Chief Executive Officer.
Philippe Salle
Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer

Gilles Auffret
Independent
director

James Arnell
Director

Laurence Batlle
Independent
director

Gilles Cojan
Representative
of Sofibim*
(corporate director)
Denis Metzger
Representative
of Société
de Restauration 2
(corporate director)

Board members
The Board of Directors comprises nine members who are
appointed for four-year terms, including two independent
members and two female directors.
The Board’s members are as follows:

Pierre de Sarrau
Representative
of Charterhouse
Poppy IV
(Vice-Chairman
of the Board)

Elisabeth Van
Damme
Representative
of Charterhouse
Poppy II
(corporate director)

Robert Zolade
Honorary Chairman
and representative
of BIM*

* Entities directly or indirectly controlled by Robert Zolade

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Roles and responsibilities
The Executive Committee reviews and authorizes major
projects concerning significant operating contracts under
negotiation in France and internationally, and the related
capital projects. It also reviews and authorizes proposed
company acquisitions or divestments, strategic partnerships and acquisitions of contract or business portfolios.

Each month, the Executive Committee examines the Group’s
operational and marketing performance and discusses the
information derived from division-level performance analyses. It initiates and oversees cross-functional programs
involving the sales and marketing, human resources, finance, budget control and purchasing functions, as well as
programs to optimize productivity and the cost base

Philippe Salle
Group Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer

Agnès Bureau-Mirat
Group Senior Vice-President,
Human Resources

Pedro Fontana
CEO of Concession Catering
Worldwide

Olivier Dubois
Group Chief Financial Officer
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Organizational
structure
When it presented its strategy for 2016-2020, Elior Group unveiled
a new organizational structure for its global business operations. In addition,
it has strengthened its management teams in order to put itself in the best
possible position to seize opportunities when they arise.

Putting in place the new organizational structure involved
the creation and expansion of Group-level corporate support departments working directly with the Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer. This included setting up (i) a
global-level Marketing and Innovation department for the
contract catering business, whose responsibilities include
spearheading the Group’s digitalization drive and (ii) a

Group Transformation department, whose objective is to
accelerate the Group’s transformation process by drawing
on its fundamental strengths. And lastly, the Corporate
Communications, CSR and Public Affairs department has
been enlarged in view of the key roles that communications and CSR play in building the Group’s image and
developing its brands.
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Highlights
of the year
2014-2015 saw the arrival of Philippe Salle at the helm of the Group
and was a period of growth, marked by new acquisitions, contracts
and partnerships that will continue to be successful throughout the years to come.
The strategic plan for 2016-2020, presented in London in September 2015,
defines the new contours of a Group that is resolutely focused on customer
experience and technological innovation.

UNITE D STATES

FRA N C E

UN I T E D STAT E S

Three U.S.
acquisitions

An unrivalled
leader in the
business &
industry market

Ongoing
expansion in
U.S. airports

In 2015, the Group strengthened
its position in the U.S. contract
catering market through its
acquisitions of Starr Catering
Group – a high-end group serving a
clientele that includes corporations,
non-profit organizations and cultural
institutions – and Cura Hospitality,
which specializes in dining services
for senior living communities
and hospitals. And in November
2015 the Group announced that
it had acquired ABL Management.

The Group’s performance in the
business & industry contract catering
market in France was outstanding
in 2014-2015, with over 100
contracts signed with customers in
both the tertiary and manufacturing
sectors. As a result, Elior is now
the number one contract caterer for
office buildings in the Greater Paris
area, notably providing a range of
differentiated offerings to the D2,
Majunga and Carpe Diem office
towers in the La Défense business
district, thanks to a diverse portfolio
of directly-owned and franchised
brands.

During the year, Areas demonstrated
the strength of the Group’s
concession catering business
by expanding its presence at Los
Angeles International Airport
(Tom Bradley International
Terminal), as well as at Detroit
and Atlanta airports, and through
re-branding at Miami airport.
At the same time, the Group paved
the way for its future by securing a
new contract in LAX terminal 1 with
four new points of sale as well as
other contract renewals.
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Philippe Salle, the Group’s Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer, during an interview
with CNBC Exclusive

G R OUP

The Group
raises its stake
in Areas to
100%
In July 2015, the Group increased
its ownership interest in Areas
to 100%, reinforcing its position as
a global concession catering player.
Backed by 45 years of experience
in the business, Areas has built up
a solid network in seven countries.
Going forward, Areas – whose brand
is now global – will be able to fully
capitalize on its membership
of the Group, with access to strong
multi-local expertise, offerings
based on innovative and customized
concepts, and a unique portfolio
of directly-owned and franchised
brands.

GROU P

Philippe Salle becomes the Group’s
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer, giving it a new impetus
Philippe Salle was elected as a director at Elior’s Annual Shareholders'
Meeting on March 10, 2015 and was appointed Chairman of the Board
of Directors on the same date. He took up the position of Group Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer on April 29, 2015 and then presented his
strategic plan for 2016-2020 at an Investor Day held in London on
September 24, 2015.
With a view to achieving the ambitious value-creation objectives announced
in the strategic plan, Philippe Salle has put in place a new organizational
structure, strengthened the Group’s top management and drawn up
a transformation plan. During the year he also unveiled the “Elior Group”
corporate brand and the Group’s new motto – “Time savored” – which
epitomizes our renewed customer focus.
S PA IN

Technological progress to help
hospital patients
The Álvaro Cunqueiro hospital in Vigo, Spain, has selected Serunión
to cater for 1,200 people a day (patients, visitors and staff). The ultramodern
equipment installed at the hospital means that meals can be automatically
delivered to the various departments before being individually served.
In parallel, Serunión has developed specific software to automate the order
and production processes with a goal of reducing costs.
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The Group’s performance
in 2014-2015
The Group delivered a robust and on-target showing in 2014-2015. Consolidated
revenue came to €5.674 billion, up by more than 6% (with 3% organic growth),
primarily fueled by the concession catering business whose revenue rose at a slightly
faster pace than that of contract catering. EBITDA margin remained stable year on year,
operating cash flow rose by 10% compared with 2013-2014, and earnings
per share excluding non-recurring items was 50% higher.
+6,2%
2014

2015

€5.674 BILLION
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE
( UP 6.2% YEAR ON YEAR )

+6.2%
2014

2015

2014

2015

+9.6%
2014

2015

× 2.2

€475 MILLION €107 MILLION €330 MILLION
EBITDA
(UP 6.2% YEAR ON YEAR)

PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD
(2.2 TIMES HIGHER YEAR ON YEAR)

OPERATING CASH FLOW
(UP 9.6% YEAR ON YEAR)

+60%

NET DEBT

2015

EBITDA

2014

× 3,04

3.04 x

EBITDA

LEVERAGE RATIO

€0.79

ADJUSTED EARNINGS PER SHARE

€0.32
DIVIDEND
(UP 60% YEAR ON YEAR)
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REVENUE BY BUSINESS LINE AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION
2014-2015

2013-2014

Contract catering
& services

Concession catering

Contract catering
& services

Concession catering

53%
€3,995 MILLION

60%

70.4%

€1,679 MILLION

29.6%

56%

€3,774 MILLION

53% France
47% International

29.3%

39%

40%

47%

€1,567 MILLION

61%

70.7%

44%

60% France, Germany, Italy
and Belgium
40% Spain, Portugal
and the Americas

56% France
44% International

61% France, Germany, Italy
and Belgium
39% Spain, Portugal
and the Americas

REVENUE BY BUSINESS LINE AND MARKET
2014-2015

2013-2014

Contract catering
& services

Concession catering

Contract catering
& services

Concession catering

27%
27%

€3.995 MILLION

70.4%

26%
41%

€1,679 MILLION

29.6%

37%
46%

46% Business & Industry

28%

€3,774 MILLION

40%

70.7%

€1,567 MILLION

29.3%

37%

22%

46%

23%

41%  Airports

46% Business & Industry

40% A irports

27% Education

37% Motorways

28% Education

37% Motorways

27% Healthcare

22%  City sites & Leisure

26% Healthcare

23%  City sites & Leisure

EBITDA BY BUSINESS LINE AND GEOGRAPHIC REGION
20 14-2015

2013-2014

Contract catering
& services

Contract catering
& services

€304 MILLION

Concession
catering

€179 MILLION

€121 MILLION

€183 MILLION

Corporate

€66 MILLION
€113 MILLION

€293 MILLION

€121 MILLION International
€(7.8 )MILLION Corporate

€113 MILLION France, Germany,
Italy and Belgium
€66 MILLION Spain, Portugal
and the Americas

€159 MILLION

€108 MILLION

€185 MILLION

€(7.8)MILLION

€183 MILLION France

Concession
catering

Corporate

€54 MILLION
€105 MILLION

€(4.5) MILLION

€185 MILLION France
€108 MILLION International
€(4.5)MILLION Corporate

€105 MILLION France, Germany,
Italy and Belgium
€54 MILLION Spain, Portugal
and the Americas
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Our group: Sustainability commitments

Elior Group’s sustainability
commitments
For over ten years, the Group’s corporate social responsibility (CSR)
has been rooted in our daily commitment to quality, innovation, and responsible
relations with others and the community at large.
Our CSR strategy is focused on three main objectives. First,
being a responsible company in our daily operations, particularly in terms of health and food safety. Second, being
a committed employer by promoting equal opportunities
and valuing and developing each employee’s skills. And
third, being an active partner, contributing to social and
economic development in the regions where we operate.

The Group’s sustainability commitments cover every
stage in the value chain, from selecting ingredients right
through to serving meals, and they are put into practice
through a range of actions and initiatives such as our
responsible purchasing policy, awareness-raising campaigns for all of our people worldwide, and significant
efforts to combat waste.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL INDICATORS

HR INDICATORS

21,305

109,350

47,660

1,096

HYGIENE AUDITS

PRODUCT ANALYSES

EMPLOYEES GIVEN TRAINING

EMPLOYEES GIVEN TRAINING
LEADING TO A PROFESSIONAL
CERTIFICATE OR DIPLOMA

2,597

89.6%

79%

2/3

ORGANIC PRODUCT REFERENCES

OF THE GROUP’S FRENCH SUPPLIERS
HAVE SIGNED THE RESPONSIBLE
PURCHASING CHARTER

OF MANAGERS GIVEN AT LEAST
ONE TRAINING COURSE

OF TRAINING COURSES
COVER FOOD SAFETY
AND JOB-SPECIFIC TECHNIQUES

437

483

54%

3,300

SUPPLIER AUDITS

NUTRITION EXPERTS

OF NEW HIRES ARE INTERNAL
(UP 6 POINTS ON 2013)

DISABLED EMPLOYEES

83.6%

56.1%

OF COLLECTED USED COOKING
OILS ARE RECYCLED

OF THE GROUP’S VEHICLES
ARE ECO-EFFICIENT

EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION

(IN-HOUSE SURVEY CARRIED OUT AMONG 2,176 EMPLOYEES)

84%

82%

OF EMPLOYEES ARE
SATISFIED WITH THEIR JOB

ARE PROUD TO WORK
FOR THE ELIOR GROUP
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U NITE D STATE S

ITA LY

Stepping up our
commitment to
animal welfare

Over 600 sites ISO 14001 certified

In the United States, TrustHouse
Services has reinforced its
commitment in favor of animal
welfare in partnership with
the Humane Society of the United
States, an international animal
protection organization.
By 2020, all of the 500 metric tons
of liquid egg used each year
in its contract catering business
(representing the equivalent
of 10 million whole eggs) will come
from free-range hens.

In order to reduce our ecological footprint, we act both upstream
– by rigorously selecting products – and downstream, by limiting our waste
production and greenhouse gas emissions. One example of this overall
approach is the environmental assessment and certification systems
we have put in place, such as ISO 14001 (Environmental Management System
standard) certification, which has been awarded to over 1,500 Group
sites worldwide, including 600 in Italy.

FRA NCE

Combating food waste
As well as training employees to “think green” and redistributing unsold food,
we put in place specific actions to encourage all of our guests to combat food
waste. For example, since 2010 we have carried out “Chasse au Gaspi”
(“Stop wastage”) campaigns in schools in order to raise children’s awareness
of how much food is wasted every day and how to consume “smartly”.
These campaigns have addressed 600,000 children in the space of five years
since they began. And in late 2015, we took our anti-waste drive one step
further by launching the “doggy bag” concept in France in conjunction with
Paris City Council and Synhorcat, France’s hospitality industry trade union.

SPAI N

FRANCE

Providing job opportunities
for people with disabilities

Combating
illiteracy

The Group employs over 3,300 people with disabilities. In Spain, Serunión
has launched two projects for the recruitment of people with disabilities,
one at the Valladolid central kitchen where disabled employees now make up
70% of the workforce, and the other at the Gustauria central kitchen
in Igualada (Barcelona). To meet its objectives in this area, Serunión works
with job centers that specialize in finding employment for the disabled.

For many years the Group has
organized specific training programs
for employees who have difficulties
with reading or writing in order
to increase their employability.
In France we offer programs
that teach volunteer employees
to relearn how to read, write
and count through 1,176 hours
of training that they can follow
either during or outside working
hours and on site or in training
centers. The aim is to help
the trainees get onto subsequent
internal training programs that
lead to certificates or diplomas.

U NITE D KI NGDOM

Developing skills
In 2015, Elior UK featured on the Sunday Times list of the 25 Best
Companies to Work For. Since it was first nominated in 2013, Elior UK
has continued to invest in staff development, improving its score
in all categories: employee well-being, leadership, equal opportunities
and personal growth.
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Today’s customers demand
tasty, healthy products
served in pleasant
surroundings, along with
catering services that
suit their lifestyles.
At Elior Group, we adapt
to meet these diverse needs
by combining culinary
expertise with operational
excellence.

22

Contract
catering
Contract catering is the Group’s longest-standing business activity and is central
to its positioning as the caterer of choice. In each of its markets, this business
draws on the expertise of the Group’s teams across the globe. We serve
a wide range of different guests – including children in schools, employees
in corporate restaurants and residents in senior living communities – and for more
than 25 years our experience has enabled us to anticipate and adapt to ongoing
changes and developments in catering methods and practices.

16,400

Nº.4

Nº.1

RESTAURANTS

WORLDWIDE

IN FRANCE,
ITALY AND SPAIN
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Baker McKenzie’s corporate restaurant in London, UK
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BUSINESS
& INDUSTRY

Strengthened
leadership in a highly
competitive market
Drawing on its diverse market segment expertise, in 2014-2015 the Group
continued to strengthen its leadership position in the business & industry market.
It gained momentum by acquiring Lexington in the United Kingdom and
Starr Catering Group in the United States, signing nearly one hundred new
contracts in France (including with La Poste), winning additional market share in
Spain, and developing innovative new offerings.
A dynamic brand policy

Fast food – an increasingly popular choice

In all of our markets, our overall aim is to provide solutions
that best meet the needs of our customers. In the business
& industry market, we meet this objective by developing
and deploying bespoke offerings, with services, menus and
dining experiences tailored to differing needs, populations
and settings. To this end we use directly-owned brands
that have a clearly identified positioning (Elior, Ansamble
and Arpège) as well as a portfolio of franchised brands,
which enables us to differentiate offerings at sites that are
sometimes located very close to one another geographically such as the office towers in the La Défense business
district in France.

One of the main underlying trends in catering for the
business & industry market in recent years has been the
increasing popularity of fast food, a segment in which the
Group is very well positioned. In France, we are continuing
to deploy our portfolio of alternative catering brands – both
directly-owned and franchised – in order to meet the growing demand for more modern and mobile offerings. Twenty
– a format that proposes made-to-order sandwiches – is a
prime example of this approach as it can be provided in a
restaurant or food truck format, depending on the possibilities available at each different site.

Constant innovation
We see innovation as key to staying one step ahead of our
competitors and providing customers with cutting-edge
services. As a result, digital capabilities have become a
major focus for development, notably in France where, for
example, tablets are used at the entrance to Bon Sens restaurants to provide information on 14 allergens, and guests
at more than a hundred sites can recharge their accounts via
a mobile phone application (Easy Pass) or online. In Italy,
we have an online customer platform called Clicca&Gusta,
which guests can use to view the day’s menu, find out the
calorie content of different dishes, give feedback, and place
orders for food to be delivered to their desk.

Avenues for growth
We draw on the leading positions we enjoy in many markets
in our core operating countries to find new avenues for
growth for our business. In the United States, the corrections sector is one of THS’ areas of specialization, and we
intend to leverage this expertise in order to expand within
this fragmented market segment. The leisure market is
another more recent area in which the Group has made
strides, as illustrated by the contract Serunión has signed
in Spain with FC Barcelona to provide catering services in
the VIP boxes at Camp Nou and to operate the stadium’s
first restaurant.

F O C U S

INTERVIEW

with Jean-Paul Camo,
directeur de la direction nationale de l’action sociale La Poste group, France

How important is corporate catering for La Poste?
Jean-Paul Camo : La Poste is France’s largest state
employer after the government and it has an operating presence across the whole of the country. We
provide meals to 30,000 people a day at 134 sites
and the majority of our employees have physically
demanding jobs. As a result, corporate catering is
very important to us and forms an integral part of
our overall policy on health and safety and quality
of working life.
Why did you choose Elior Group?
J-P C : In our invitation to tender we were looking
for a high-quality, value-for-money catering offering
that could be provided across a dense network of restaurants. Elior Group stood out from the competition
because of the 80 different innovations it offered in
terms of recipes, meal preparation, restaurant design,
service and new payment technologies. Another decisive factor was its proposal to put in place a specific
sales team dedicated to marketing our restaurants to
external companies, which will enable us to increase
the restaurants’ profitability and therefore guarantee
their long-term future.
What do you expect from Elior in terms of local
involvement?
J-P C : La Poste is historically, and by definition, a
company that has a strong local presence thanks to
its national network. Three thousand of our employees are local elected representatives and many
of them are concerned about local and regional development issues. Our requirements in terms of the
contribution of our catering operations to the local
economy will be respected thanks to the use of local
and organic produce in our restaurants, which will be
obtained through Elior’s partnership with the Jardins
de Cocagne network.
What are your priorities for the future?
J-P C : Our main priority is to recreate a positive
image for corporate restaurants by providing a responsible catering offering with a strong educational
element and based on simple, healthy and varied
meals. To achieve this we, alongside Elior, will need
to carefully monitor our 75 restaurants and ensure
that they are all run with the right degree of drive
and autonomy.
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F O C U S

ELIOR ITALY AND BRESCIA
A LASTING RELATIONSHIP

E

Elior is responsible for the catering
services at 27 schools in Brescia, serving 2,200 children aged between 3
and 14. Brescia is a commune in the
Lombardy region of Italy, located
around 100 kilometers from Milan,
and has some 200,000 inhabitants.
It has worked with Elior since the late
1980s when it signed its first contract

with Gemeaz, one of the Group’s
Italian contract catering brands. The
meals provided to the schools in Brescia – which are prepared in a central
kitchen nearby – are typically Italian
and contain both local and seasonal
products.
In 2014-2015, to mark the occasion
of Expo Milano 2015, Elior organized
special monthly events at its school
restaurants, creating theme-based
menus with both traditional and
international dishes to help broaden
the culinary knowledge of its young
guests and introduce them to new
cultures. These initiatives are part of
an overall drive launched two years
ago when Elior teamed up with a

number of different partners (private
companies, public institutions and local non-profit organizations) to take
part in a project called AliMENTarsi
– Impariamo mangiando (“Learning
through eating”). The project involves
more than 70 activities spanning
a range of different domains and is
aimed at promoting the strengths and
specific features of the local cuisine
and helping people discover and learn
about their region’s natural environment and its culinary and cultural history. It has proven to be a resounding
success and was even presented by
the municipality of Brescia, Elior and
the other project partners as part of
Expo Milano 2015.
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EDUCATION

Playing a key role
in educating
new generations
The Group’s position as the leading public and private school caterer in Europe
is supported by in-depth industry expertise – particularly through its central kitchens
– and the close ties it has forged with all of its stakeholders. Its areas of focus
in this market are to deepen its technological expertise, especially in digital, and
to further develop its business in growth sectors such as higher education.

Encouraging feedback from our guests

Standing out through innovation

The best way to satisfy customers is to give them the
opportunity to tell us about their requirements and expectations. In France, as part of our culinary innovation
process, we ask children to test the meals we create for
them, with over 150 tasty, straightforward and innovative recipes tested each year. After the tastings, the
young jury’s comments and scores are carefully analyzed
and recipes are only re-used if over 70% of the children
say they like them. This unique approach has been very
successful with our customers and is an important factor
in building loyalty as it reduces food waste by adapting
menus to children’s tastes.

Digital technology is omnipresent in modern society and
we believe that one of its uses should be to help families
run their busy lives. With this in mind, in France we have
launched bon’App, the country’s first mobile application
dedicated to school meals. This innovative move is intended to help parents by giving them access to information
about their children’s lunch menus and the produce used,
and also to pay for meals online. In 2014-2015 some sixty
municipal and regional councils (covering around 1,000
schools) made bon’App available to families.

A local player

As a good corporate citizen we are acutely aware of the role
we play in preserving the environment and helping educate
young people about sustainability issues. In France, for
instance, we combat food waste by raising children’s awareness about sorting waste. We have designed specific sorting
and clearing tables for elementary and middle schools so
that pupils can sort their own food waste and clear their
trays. For the last 16 years the Group has been committed
to reducing its ecological footprint, most notably by cutting
down on its use of plastic. After seven years of research,
we have identified food-contact organic materials that have
a low environmental impact. These materials can be used
to make containers that biodegrade in 90 days, which will
ultimately enable us to reduce our use of plastic by around
2,000 metric tons per year.

Providing catering services in the education market requires a large degree of local involvement by the service
provider. In Italy, following the signature of a new contract with the municipality in Bologna (in partnership with
another operator), Elior took particular care to build up a
relationship of trust with the local community, which is
very involved in the management of schools in the area.
This was achieved through extensive communication with
parents through a dedicated website as well as by creating
a mascot to give a more personal touch to the changes
being made. The result of this approach was a successful
contract start-up, to the general satisfaction of all of the
parties concerned.

Acting for sustainability
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HEALTHCARE

Culinary innovation and
tasty meals for everyone
Every day, Elior provides catering to more than 500,000 patients and residents
in hospitals, clinics and senior living communities, making a vital contribution
to their overall health and well-being. The Group’s teams understand the needs
and requirements of this market, which is currently in the full throes of transformation,
characterized by operators consolidating their businesses and an ever-more exacting
demand from healthcare providers for quality and cost efficiency. As a result,
constant innovation is essential to always stay one step ahead.

Taking care of seniors
Longer life expectancy has created greater market opportunities for the provision of catering services to seniors,
whether these are provided in their own homes or in specialized senior living communities. As part of our strategy to
strengthen our business activities in this market, in 20142015 we acquired Cura Hospitality, a U.S. provider of dining
services in the senior living and healthcare sectors, representing an additional 20,000 patients and residents served by the
Group each day in the northeast region of the United States.
Also during the year, in the United Kingdom the Group was
awarded a contract by Four Seasons Health Care, which is
the first outsourced catering contract ever signed by this
national care home chain. After an initial test phase focused
on devising and creating the right menus for residents in the
summer of 2015, we now provide catering services to 45
care homes in the north west of England under this contract.
Culinary innovation tailored to differing needs
The nutritional requirements and culinary desires of residents
and patients vary widely depending on their individual tastes,
diets and pathologies. In the United States, THS offers diverse menus, including dishes of the day, which come with
pictograms showing, for example, meals that are gluten free
or vegetarian. All of our staff are trained on an ongoing basis
about specific dietary requirements including dysphagia and
our dieticians regularly provide senior living residents with
nutrition-related advice and information. In France, working with Ramsay Générale de Santé (the country’s leading

player in the private hospital sector), we have launched a pilot
catering offering for cancer patients in after-care programs.
The overall goals of this offering are to facilitate food intake,
help people get their appetites back, reduce the side-effects
of cancer treatment, and ensure that each patient is treated
with particular care.

Michel Sarran – a two Michelinstarred chef – takes part in four
recipe-creation workshops a year
alongside the Group’s chefs.
Culinary delights from top chefs
In France, for the past several years, Michel Sarran (a two
Michelin-starred chef) has taken part in four recipe-creation
workshops a year alongside the Group’s chefs, during which
he reinterprets the daily menus of seniors by adding his own
creative, gourmet touch. The new recipes are then tested by
senior living residents and are incorporated into their menus
if they meet their approval. As well as being highly creative,
the chefs taking part in these workshops have to factor in all
of the constraints of the contract catering industry in terms of
the raw materials used, cooking equipment, preparation time
and product prices. Also in France, the Group has teamed up
with the expert and emblematic French cuisine brand, Gault
& Millau, for the testing and labeling of its Repas Plaisir
meals included in the Solo offering proposed to patients at
Ramsay Générale de Santé’s healthcare establishments.
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F O C U S

AT SENIORS’ SIDES
IN THE UNITED STATES

T

Through its subsidiary A’viands, the
Group provides catering services to
two faith-based senior communities
in Minnesota in the United States: the
Glenn in Minnetonka, which has over
300 residents, and St. Therese Southwest in Hopkins, which has over 150
residents. Like all of the senior communities run by Great Lakes Management
Company, these two Minnesota-based

communities place importance on both
the physical and spiritual well-being of
their residents and offer an independent style of living so that residents
can maintain an excellent quality of
life. They provide a comprehensive
range of care facilities for people
over 62 years old, with several different types of living options available,
such as Independent Living, Assisted
Living and Memory Care. Residents
also have access to numerous services
and amenities including a fitness area
and a theater as well as gardens and,
of course, various catering offerings.
A’viands won the three-year contract for these two communities in
December 2014 and a key aspect of
its business proposal was to give res-

idents more of a say in the food they
are served. As part of this approach
and since the beginning of the contract
A’viands has created several different
types of menus and encourages discussions with residents by organizing
regular get-togethers at which it unveils and explains its new menus before they are actually offered as dining
options. A’viands also has a dietitian
who works on site with the communities’ residents, organizing events
focused on well-being, and cooking
demonstrations, as well as meeting
and discussing with residents who
have special dietary needs. Residents’
satisfaction is then measured using
surveys carried out both on paper and
using tablets.
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Concession
catering
The concession catering business is a major growth driver for the Group,
reflecting the increasing numbers of consumers on the move each day.
By combining all of our concession catering operations under the Areas brand,
we have reinforced our capacity to meet the needs of both the traveling public
and concession grantors at motorway service plazas, railway stations,
airports and all other places where people on the go can take a break
and enjoy either traditional catering or grab & go solutions.

2,200

Nº.3

Nº.1

SITES

WORLDWIDE

IN FRANCE AND SPAIN
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The La Pausa restaurant at Girona station, Spain
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MOTORWAYS

A range of solutions
for taking a break
Travelers stopping at motorway service plazas now expect to find their favorite
brands as well as hybrid services tailored to their needs. As the leader
in the motorway catering market in France and Spain, Areas strives
to meet these new expectations in the solutions it offers at the 259 motorway
service plazas where it operates in Europe and the United States.
In tandem, it has diversified its business model to include operations under
rental-management agreements.

Well-known brands
On motorways, as in railway stations and airports, travelers now like to have landmarks in the form of well-known
brands that respect all the codes of commercial catering.
In Spain, we have therefore made significant investments
aimed at transforming 17 outlets in line with these market
trends, and have pursued our partnerships with brands such
as Burger King and Lavazza (Il Caffè di Roma) at the La Selva
and El Vallès service plazas. In Italy, the bars at the Lambro
and Turchino service plazas have been given a complete
facelift and now sport the local banner, Briciole. Our operations in France have followed a similar pattern, which also
reflects a move by concession grantors to go beyond the
traditional self-service and cafeteria concepts, as illustrated
by the introduction of popular brands at motorway operator
Cofiroute’s service plazas, including Courtepaille, Pizza Hut
and Subway. Our partnerships with these brands and with
others, such as Columbus Café and Costa Coffee, were key to
us winning a number of new contracts during 2014-2015.
Towards more hybrid offerings
Even the best-known brands need to evolve in order to better
meet the specific needs of motorway customers. For example, during the year the Paul brand opened up its first tableservice restaurant in partnership with the Group as part of a
hybrid concept that proposes take-away solutions throughout the day, but also has a separate sit-down dining area. In
the same vein, the Group has developed Philéas Grill – a new
format that rounds out the motorway offering already proposed by Philéas. This brand’s watchword is quality, which

is apparent from the moment customers walk in as they
can see a charter specifying its commitment to on-site food
preparation and balanced meals. Customers are given pagers
once they have placed their orders, which is an interactive
and innovative way of enhancing the service process.

Focusing on services that
facilitate take-away ordering,
such as touch-screen kiosks,
on-line solutions and mobile apps.
Ever faster food
The Group works with leading burger brands – notably
Burger King which has won over diners with its “made to
order” concept and the “have it your way” offering. Meanwhile, the L’Original McDonald’s banner offers a new urban
format for motorway service plazas that has been specially
designed for busy sites and which focuses on services that
facilitate take-away ordering, such as touch-screen kiosks,
on-line solutions and mobile apps. We have also opened a
Pizza Hut Express, which offers rapid service of not only
pizzas (whole pizzas or individual slices), but also pasta and
salads, with both takeaway and eat-in options available. At
the same time, Courtepaille has devised a similar type of
new format – Courtepaille Comptoir – which is designed
for business travelers and families on the move and allies
table service for grilled meats with self-service for starters,
desserts and beverages.
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F O C U S

A FULL-SCALE OPERATOR WITH
ON-TREND OFFERINGS

T

The Group adapts its business model to the needs of each concession
grantor – operating under catering
concession contracts, rental-management arrangements or comprehensive
management agreements – and is not
afraid to reinvent its relations with its
various partners. Thanks to this approach we operate entire motorway

service plazas (including gas stations)
on behalf of DCC Energy under the
Esso brand – a partnership that was
renewed in early 2015 through the
signature of a further five-year contract for the Group to act as the sole
operator of 50 Esso service plazas in
France.
The renewal of our contract with DCC
Energy testifies to our ability to meet
the requirements of both motorway
concession grantors and today’s consumers. By taking over the management of the whole service plaza and
investing in catering concepts, takeaway offerings and non-food retail
outlets, we enable our partner to concentrate purely on its core business. In

parallel, we know how to evolve our
offerings so that they give today’s
motorway users what they are looking for, including easy access, services
under one roof, time-saving solutions,
well-known brands, a rapid purchase
process, tasty fast-food and grab &
go solutions, and opportunities for
impulse buys in retail outlets.
We have also signed similar partnerships with Eni (for two Agip-brand service plazas), Shell, BP and Total. Meanwhile we have recently strengthened
our business relationship with Tank &
Rast in Germany – a country where we
anticipate being able to put in place
innovative formats going forward.
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F O C U S

GOURMET
AIRPORT
DINING

I

International air travel hubs are increasingly becoming homes to gastronomic restaurants sporting the
names of master chefs as these places are a powerful asset for an airport’s image and also represent
real added-value for passengers. Areas is bang up
to date in this respect, having forged partnerships
with Guy Martin and Ricardo Sanz and undertaken
several successful ventures including a number of
projects that are currently underway, all of which
demonstrate its expertise in the world of travel retail.
Areas’ latest gourmet airport restaurant is located in
Terminal 2E at Paris Charles de Gaulle. Called “I Love
Paris”, it was designed in conjunction with chef Guy
Martin and architect India Mahdavi. It is a veritable
showcase for the French capital and offers travelers a
unique and original way of experiencing gastronomy,
fine foods and dining "service à la française" while
giving them an opportunity to escape from the hustle
and bustle before their journey starts.
In Spain Areas has teamed up with Paco Roncero,
who devised the menu for the Gastrohub restaurant
at Madrid Barajas airport, which is just a few steps
away from Kirei by Kabuki, a Japanese restaurant run
by the chef Ricardo Sanz. This move towards highend airport catering options that offer a combination
of refined dining and local specialties is now taking
place across the globe, including at Los Angeles airport (LAX) which hosts the gastro-pub Ford’s Filling
station by Ben Ford, Chicago O’Hare airport, where
chef Rick Bayless has created the Tortas Frontera
concept, and Milan Linate airport, which has seen the
opening of a new restaurant by Michelangelo Citino.
As part of its overall development drive, Areas intends
to open even more of the prestigious restaurants that
airport operators and passengers now expect to see
in international travel hubs. In the same vein, Elior
Group has recently set up a partnership with Alain
Ducasse in order to jointly design new and original
catering concepts. Watch this space!

The I Love Paris restaurant at Paris-Charles-de-Gaulle airport, France
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AIRPORTS

Bespoke offerings that
encompass global brands
and local gastronomy
In 2014-2015, the Group strengthened its operating presence in Europe by winning
new contracts with airports in Italy and Portugal and at the same time consolidated
its positions in the Americas (at Los Angeles, Chicago, Mexico and Santiago de Chile
airports). It now has food and beverage concessions at 85 airports and is pursuing
its expansion drive within this market through offerings that are ever-more in line
with the expectations of both consumers and concession grantors.
A new gourmet destination
The number of air passengers is increasing every year and so
is the amount of time people spend at the airport, mainly for
security reasons. Such factors need to be taken into consideration when devising offers that are best suited to these potential customers, some of whom are happy to spend the time
they have to spare on enjoying a local gourmet meal. In parallel, having prestigious restaurants run by well-known chefs
is a real plus for an airport’s image. In June 2015 we opened
the “I Love Paris” restaurant designed in conjunction with Guy
Martin, the world-famous French Michelin-starred chef (see
page opposite). And at Basel-Mulhouse-Freiburg EuroAirport,
the Group has opened the 3 Länder Restaurant, with a menu
devised by three chefs who are all Michelin-starred and who
each represent one of the airport’s three border countries
(Switzerland, France and Germany).
The growing popularity of local brands
Whether on a world tour or on business, travelers view airports as in-between places characterized by a mix of the
exotic and the familiar. This mix is reflected in the selection
of brands proposed by Areas in airports around the world.
For example, in Portugal, the O Mercado concept consists
of displaying fresh local produce outside the point of sale
as well as making and selling on site pastei de nata (traditional Portuguese flans). In the United States, the invitation
to tender for the concession contract at Terminal 1 at LAX
(Los Angeles airport) stipulated that passengers should be
offered an original customer experience with a taste of Cali-

fornia. The Group won the contract by designing an offering
inspired by the inimitable mindset and way of life of this
West Coast state. Three of the four brands introduced at LAX
are well-known locally, such as California Pizza Kitchen, and
all of them use fresh, locally-sourced ingredients and offer
vegetarian/vegan and gluten-free options.

Travelers view airports as a mix
of the exotic and the familiar,
which they expect to find in the
brands proposed to them.
Understanding and anticipating customer needs
In order to win and then extend or renew contracts, it is
essential to analyze the needs of both concession grantors and guests and subsequently constantly measure their
satisfaction. In both Spain and the USA, Areas uses online
satisfaction surveys for all of its points of sale. A unique code
is generated with each transaction, which enables satisfaction rates to be matched with average customer spend, the
products purchased, and even the employee who served
the customer, with a view to obtaining accurate data and
ensuring that useful lessons can be learned. In Italy, the
Group was quick off the mark to revisit all of its points of
sale at Milan-Malpensa airport as part of the general rally
by the region’s business players to help make Expo Milano
2015 a great success. And our efforts in this area definitely
did not go unnoticed.
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RAILWAY
STATIONS

Transport and retail hubs
in the heart of the city
Elior Group is the leading railway station caterer in France and serves millions
of travelers every day through 150 restaurants and points of sale in 73 stations
across Europe. Railway stations are currently undergoing a transformation process
and are increasingly opening out to their urban environment. Against
this backdrop, Areas is ideally positioned to meet the expectations
of concession grantors and satisfy consumer needs.

A strong presence in Paris
According to the Boston Consulting Group, France has the
third best-performing railway system in Europe, just behind Switzerland and Sweden, and on an equal footing with
Denmark. Its network is, however, much larger than that
of the three other countries, both in terms of number of
stations and kilometers of tracks. In Paris alone, we have
a significant operating presence at four major stations including Paris Gare de Lyon and Paris Montparnasse. The
numerous new points of sale we opened in 2014-2015
have cemented the Group’s leadership position in the Paris
region’s railway stations market. Our commercial relations
with the French national railways operator were further
strengthened in 2015 thanks to the signature of a multisite framework agreement (which includes Gare du Nord)
with SNCF Gares & Connexions. The outlook is promising
for our business in this market in view of the extensive
renovation work carried out in certain stations (of which
Paris Saint-Lazare is a prime example) and the fact that
certain contracts held by our competitors are due to expire
in the near future.
The era of food retail
Just as airports have become luxury shopping centers,
railway stations are also undergoing a revolution – particularly those located in city centers – and are gradually
unveiling new attributes and a broader offering that goes
well beyond catering. In Spain, we took advantage of the
renovation works carried out at 13 stations (including
Madrid’s main stations) to renew the range of brands

included in our offerings, introducing banners such as
La Pausa, Café Café and Burger King, and also opening
convenience stores under the Eureka brand. As a result
Areas now offers a new more modern range of products
targeted at daily urban commuters. At Barcelona Sants station, a Divers outlet has been opened based on the shop
in shop principle, with dedicated corners for both food
and retail and directly-owned brands such as Deli&Cia.

Railway stations are undergoing
a revolution and are gradually
unveiling new attributes
and a broader offering.
In France, we have set up a monop’lab at Paris Montparnasse station as a pilot area for testing various offers and
configurations and our rollout of monop’daily outlets is
now an established success which we intend to pursue,
while seeking out similar opportunities in this segment. For
example, based on the same principle of providing convenience shopping, the Group has designed the Easy Drugstore
concept – a combistore that meets the needs of both concession grantors and customers by proposing a combined
retail and newspaper/magazine offering in partnership with
Carrefour Express (see opposite page). These combistores –
which round out our existing savoir-faire in catering – will
be installed in six stations, four of which are new to the
Group’s portfolio. The fact that we work with powerful food
retail brands was key to our winning the public-private
partnership agreement that we signed with SNCF.
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FOOD RETAIL IN RAILWAY
STATIONS – A GROWING MARKET

E

Every day some 10 million people come
to France’s railway stations – not just
rail passengers, but also urban dwellers looking for a shop or service close
to home. These consumers have varied
needs and expectations – whether it be
a zero-stress experience, a quick-stop
service, or a leisurely shopping trip –
and therefore require a broad range of
solutions such as affordable products
for families, grab & go meals for business travelers, everyday purchases for

commuters and convenience items for
local residents. As the leading caterer at
French railway stations with a diverse
operating presence, the Group has
been able to anticipate new consumer
trends by drawing on its recognized
expertise in food retail, and is continuing to strengthen its positions in
this market. Our restaurants and retail
outlets play a key role in making railway stations more modern and peoplefriendly places. After testing several
different formats (Carrefour Express
at Strasbourg station, Easy Drugstore
at Besançon station, monop’daily at
Paris Gare de Lyon, and more recently monop’lab at Paris Montparnasse),
we launched a nationwide program
for our partner SNCF Gares & Connexions, with the opening of a Carrefour
Express scheduled for 2016 at Lyon

Perrache and the introduction of new
convenience stores in seven stations
(both in the Paris region and outside
Paris). Our concession catering business has a portfolio of brands that are
both franchised and directly owned
(Easy Drugstore) and which have
complementary positionings in terms
of products and prices. The arrival in
the French rail market of Ouigo lowcost trains – which do not have any onboard catering – is another positive factor for the development of spaces that
combine food and beverage offerings
with new-generation services. For example we now propose Paul and Carrefour Express combistores that offer,
under one roof, the convenience and
broad product choice of a retail outlet
together with the quality and freshness of produce made on site.
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CITY SITES
& LEISURE

World-class
services
Catering for cultural sites, leisure locations and major events brings
with it a number of challenges that the Group is always able to rise to thanks
to its extensive resources and in-depth expertise. Whether helping to showcase
a prestigious venue or providing catering services to the general public,
it draws on a unique savoir-faire in both catering and reception services, which
form the very foundations of Elior Group’s corporate culture.

Gourmet dining at the forefront of our offerings
As the caterer of choice, we have always placed the utmost
importance on the quality of our offerings and their culinary
attributes, and we now operate a large number of gourmet
restaurants headed by famous chefs. A prime example is
the Verde restaurant at the Perez Art Museum Miami in
the United States, whose menu is in perfect harmony with
Miami’s healthy living culture. In France, we have carried
out major works at La Petite Venise – the prestigious and
historic restaurant located in the grounds of Versailles Palace – with a view to restoring its luster. And in Italy, as
part of Expo Milano 2015, whose theme was “Feeding
the Planet, Energy for Life”, we teamed up with the two
Michelin-starred chef, Davide Oldani, in order to propose
a high-end gourmet offering.
Ever-more sustainable processes
The Group’s CSR strategy covers all of its business activities
and therefore takes many different forms. For the city sites
& leisure market, the main aim is to optimize our processes
in order to make them as sustainable as possible, including
in the events business. In Italy, our participation in Expo
Milano 2015 was conditional on us signing a green procurement agreement. This concerned not only perishable
goods but also all of the equipment used on site which had
to be recyclable, including the furniture. In France, at the
2015 Paris Climate Conference (COP21) held in December
at Le Bourget – for which Elior was the official caterer – the
focus was on using local supplies and combating waste.

The Group optimizes its processes
in order to make them as
sustainable as possible, including
in the events business.
Center Parcs – a constantly evolving offering
Adding to its existing operating presence in several Center
Parcs villages in France and Germany, on June 29, 2015 the
Group celebrated the opening of the new Bois aux Daims
Center Parcs village – the fifth in France. The offering we
devised for Bois aux Daims is structured around three main
formats: sit-down dining (a buffet, a pizzeria, a café/restaurant, a pancake house, a fast-food option/bar and a bowling
alley bar); retail outlets (Carrefour Express and a bakery);
and a deli/meal delivery service. This structure factors in
the lower numbers of people wanting table-service and
the success of fast food options such as Paul, as well as
popular demand for retail solutions and the in-cottage meal
delivery service we have developed. For the other Center
Parcs villages in which we operate, we constantly develop
our offerings to remain in tune with customer requirements
and changes in consumer behavior, notably by integrating
well-known brands such as Quick and Carrefour Express,
as well as directly-owned brands (e.g. Cocoon) and pop-up
points of sale during peak periods.
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CATERING FOR PARIS TRADE
FAIRS FOR THE LAST 30 YEARS

W

We have long been a catering provider at exhibition centers, having won
the concession contracts for the Paris
Nord Villepinte and Paris Le Bourget
sites in 1985 and then the Porte de
Versailles exhibition center in 1990.
All three of these sites are now managed by Viparis.
One of the most prestigious events
held in Paris is the International Paris

Air Show organized every two years at
Le Bourget by the French Aerospace
Industry Association. This show attracts 350,000 visitors from around
the world in the space of one week,
and during the 2015 event, €130 billion worth of contracts were signed.
For Areas it represents six months’
work, with 700 employees mobilized
to provide catering services in Halls 1,
2 and 3 (sit-down dining, take-away
solutions and events catering, etc.) as
well as outside the halls, with some
forty kiosks proposing a varied offering to satisfy a wide range of tastes
– traditional specialties from the Aveyron region, cuisine from south-west
France, a Paul bakery, Angélina macaroons, a Basque-style brasserie, food

trucks, burgers and Mexican food.
We also cater for two major trade
shows at the Porte de Versailles
exhibition center in Paris – the Paris
Motor Show, which attracts more than
1.2 million visitors and the Foire de
Paris, whose visitor numbers reach
around 700,000. In all, we provide catering services at more than 150 trade
shows and fairs in France each year,
drawing on our unique and specific
operational expertise for each one.
These events are also an opportunity
for us to carry out the essential process of testing new offerings in a popup format before introducing them
permanently at exhibition centers or
rolling them out to other markets.
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Services
The Group is a benchmark player in cleaning and facilities management services,
with in-depth expertise in three specific areas: (i) standard cleaning, (ii) hospitality
services and specialized cleaning for healthcare establishments, and (iii) facilities
management. In each of these areas, we propose flexible and personalized
solutions that incorporate both sustainability and cost-efficiency requirements,
both of which are essential in a highly competitive market.

2,300

Nº.1

SITES

FOR CLEANING SERVICES
IN THE HEALTHCARE MARKET
IN FRANCE
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Toulouse University Hospital, France
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SERVICES

Operational excellence
driven by innovation
The Group has a strong leadership position in cleaning services for healthcare
establishments – which account for 50% of its overall services revenue – and also
offers a range of services (including facilities management) for the tertiary
and hospitality sectors and for industrial environments and retail spaces.
Elior Services has an unwavering focus on innovation in both cleaning and facilities
management services with a view to standing out from the competition
and building customer loyalty.

Driven by innovation

Specialized offerings

Firm in its belief that a market leader must pave the way
forward in its industry, in 2014-2015 the Group pursued its
innovation drive within Elior Services, particularly in relation
to specialized cleaning and hospitality services for the healthcare market. In this market, the priority is, more than ever,
to optimize patients’ movements between hospital departments and improve room turnover, while keeping up service
quality levels. In response to these needs, Elior Services has
designed a connected trolley which enables information to
be shared in real time between hospitality teams, the admissions department and technical units, thanks to an integrated
touch-screen application. Elior Services also uses another
cutting-edge technology – Near Field Communication (NFC)
– to indicate in real time when particular facilities have been
cleaned and therefore to optimize their availability.

Behind the term cleaning services lies a whole range of needs
that require tailored offerings and dedicated expertise. For
example, in the tertiary sector the offices of key account
customers are not cleaned in the same way as the rooms
in the hotels at Disneyland Paris. We have now also been
entrusted with a contract for 20 Nespresso boutiques for
which we not only provide cleaning services but are also
responsible for managing inventories of coffee capsules for
their vending machines, from when the capsules are removed
from the delivery pallets right up to their labeling. Another of
our specific areas of expertise is white-room cleaning, where
the requirements are particularly exacting because the tiniest fleck of dust can stop production. It was this savoir-faire
that persuaded the semi-conductor manufacturer, STMicroelectronics, to sign a contract with the Group.

An increasing number of key accounts

Leveraging synergies

In line with its strategy of always keeping abreast of the
deep-seated trends in its fragmented market, Elior Services
decided to strengthen its sales teams in order to better serve
its clientele, and notably key accounts. This strategy has
paid off, with a number of major groups including CocaCola, Société Générale, Airbus and Galeries Lafayette now
featuring in Elior Services’ customer portfolio. Also during
the year, Safran was won over by our offering which comprises a close-knit partnership between the Group and assistance-through-work organizations as well as centralized
oversight by our facilities management subsidiary.

Thanks to our diverse business activities we can effectively meet our customers’ needs by leveraging the synergies
between contract catering, cleaning services and facilities
management. For instance, after the Stade de France stadium’s three years of partnership with Elior Services under
a facilities management contract (for logistics and multiservices), in December 2014 the stadium renewed this contract and extended it to include cleaning services (see page
opposite). And in the hospital sector, successful synergies with
the healthcare contract catering segment have already been
generated and there are promising opportunities for more.
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THE ELIOR SERVICES TEAM
AT THE STADE DE FRANCE

S

Since 2011, Elior Services has been
a preferred partner of the Stade de
France, the Paris-based stadium
which is one of Europe’s premium
veues for both sporting and nonsporting events. Inaugurated at the FIFA
World Cup in 1998 and owned by the
Stade de France consortium (which
is 67%-held by Vinci and 33%-held
by Bouygues), it is a multi-activity
stadium that has a capacity of over
80,000 and holds some 20 major

events each year (rugby and football
matches, athletics meets, shows and
concerts, including those given by
Paul McCartney and AC/DC in 2015).
Drawing on its position as a major
player in the French cleaning services and facilities management markets, each day Elior Services carries
out a range of services that are vital
for both the running and image of
this prestigious stadium, including
telephone and on-site reception services, grounds maintenance (excluding
the pitch), floral decoration, logistics,
fitting out VIP boxes and lounges,
preparing gifts for VIPs and assisting
with reconfiguring the venue after
each event. This latter task can become a highly complex operational
challenge when several matches
and concerts take place within the

space of just a few days of each other.
Thanks to the relationship of trust it
has built up with the Stade de France
consortium, during 2014-2015
Elior Services’ partnership with the
stadium was extended to include
cleaning services, both on a daily
basis and for events, under a threeyear contract which commenced
on January 1, 2015. Some 55 Elior
Services employees now work at the
stadium, covering its kilometers of
corridors both during the week and
at weekend events. In the summer
of 2016 the stadium will be one of
the venues hosting the teams and
supporters for the UEFA Euro 2016
football tournament and Elior Services
will be working hard to ensure that
people take away with them an excellent impression of this iconic stadium.
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Our worldwide
offices
CHI LE
Areas
Alonso de Cordova, 5151
Of. 1302, piso 13
Las Condes
Santiago de Chile
Phone: +56 223790310
areas.es
FRANCE
CONTRACT CATERING
Elior Entreprises
46-52 rue Albert
75013 Paris
Phone: +33 1 56 61 40 00
elior.fr
Elior Enseignement
15 avenue Paul-Doumer
92508 Rueil-Malmaison Cedex
Phone: +33 1 47 16 51 00
elior.fr
Elior Santé
15 avenue Paul-Doumer
92508 Rueil-Malmaison Cedex
Phone: +33 1 47 16 51 00
elior.fr
Arpège
46-52 rue Albert
75013 Paris
Phone: +33 1 72 60 53 12

Ansamble
Immeuble Sud Affaires
21-23, rue de la Vanne
92120 Montrouge
Phone: +33 1 49 65 67 70
ansamble.fr
Réunion
63 ter rue Leconte de Lisle
BP 52
97419 La Possession
Phone: +33 2 62 22 04 50
elior.fr
SERVICES
Elior Services
92-98 boulevard Victor-Hugo
92115 Clichy
Phone: +33 1 55 21 87 87
elior-services.com
AREAS NORTHERN
EUROPE

I TA LY

SPA I N

Elior Ristorazione e Servizi
Via Venezia Giulia, 5/a
20157 Milano
Phone: +39 02 390391
elior.it

Areas
Avenida Diagonal 579-585,
6ª pl.
08014 Barcelona
Phone: +34 93 240 15 15
areas.es

Gemeaz
Via Venezia Giulia, 5/a
20157 Milano
Phone: +39 02 390391
gemeaz.it
MyChef ( Areas )
Ristorazione
Commerciale S.p.A.
Centro Uffici San Siro
Edificio E - Ala 2
Via Caldera, 21
20153 Milano
Phone: +02/390995.1
mychef.it

UN I T E D K I N G D O M
Elior UK
Viewpoint
240 London Road
Staines TW18 4JT
Phone: +44 1784 426 800
elior.co.uk

M E X I CO
61-69 rue de Bercy
75589 Paris Cedex 12
Phone: +33 1 40 19 50 00
areas.com
GERM A NY
Elior Deutschland
Clevischer Ring 127
51063 Köln
Phone: +49 221 96 47 67 22

UN I T E D STAT E S
Areas
Aerop. Internacional
de México
Av. Capitán Carlos León, s/n
Edif. C, 2ª pl., Terminal 1
Colonia Peñón de los Baños
15520 México DF
Phone: +52 5551332100
areasmexico.com
P O RT UG A L

L’Alsacienne de Restauration
2 rue Évariste-Galois
BP 80010
67012 Strasbourg Cedex
Phone: +33 3 88 18 68 00
alsaciennederestauration.fr

Serunión
Avenida Josep
Tarradellas 34-36, 7/a
08029 Barcelona
Phone: +34 93 228 95 55
serunion.es

Areas
Rua C, Edif. 124, 3º
Aeropuerto de Lisboa
1700-008 Lisboa
Phone: +351 218422506
areas.es

Areas USA Inc.
5301 Blue Lagoon Drive
Suite 690
Miami, FL 33128
Phone: +1 305 267 8510
areasusa.com
Elior North America
4135 South Stream Blvd.
Suite 250
Charlotte, NC 28217
Phone: +1 704-424-1071
trusthouseservices.com

Elior Group
61-69 rue de Bercy
75589 Paris Cedex 12
France
Phone: +33 1 40 19 50 00
eliorgroup.com
@elior_group
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